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Abstract

This manual is intended for a lousy bum named Sergio Ramirez. He is struggling to learn the C++
programming language. So, in an effort to avoid reading boring textbooks on programming, he collected
useful commands, wrote them out, gave an example of that command being used, and provided further
instruction. This reference is intedended to be quick and straight to the point. It is not truly intended
to be all encompassing of the c++ programming language and all its commands. Seeing as how Sergio is
pursuing a career in something math related, most of the examples will be for numerical computations.
We must also note that Sergio has previously wrote code in Java and has fiddled with MALTLAB. So,
he is not an absolute beginner. This manual was intended primarly for Sergio’s consumption. Although
it is possible for others to use it, generally it is recommended that non-Sergio’s look elsewhere for a more
complete C++ manual, especially if you are an absolute beginner. Lastly, Sergio was writing this up as
he was learning the language. Don’t expect it to be well organized.

1 Introduction

1.1 Getting Started

Sergio Will be using the IDE program called Code::Blocks. To begin a new C++ project, go to file→ new
→ project, and hit the icon that says empty project. A dialogue box will pop up. You will be prompted
to provide a name for your project. The project will be saved in the workspace folder that you created
when you first installed and opened Code::Blocks. It is possible to change this. The next screen asks
which compiler you want to use. Select one and hit next. The project at this point has no necessary main
method. To make one, go to file→ new→ file and click on C++ source file and go. You will now determne
which programming language you want to use. In this case, it is C++. You will be asked to provide a
name for this file. Use main.cpp and be sure to include the entrie directory just prior to the name itself!
You now have a main. The skeletal structure of a main method looks like this:

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

using namespace std;

int main()

{

/* this is the default main you will use. Insert code here*/

}

1.2 Declaring Variables

Thus far, Sergio has discovered the following varialbe types: integer, double, string, char, floating point
number, long doubles. To delcare any one of these types, simply write the desired type first, then the name
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that we want that variable to be. It is possible to assign a particular value to that variable from the get
go. Below are examples of each variable type declaration.

#include <iostream> //input-output stream

#include <cmath>

#include <string>

using namespace std;

/*The purpose of this silly program is to illustrate variable declarations. That is all.*/

int main()

{

int aninteger = 5;

double adouble = 5.84;

long double longone = 12.5858466;

float floatingpoint = 1.6854;

string behold = "Behold!";

char achar = ’A’;

bool boolean = false;

cout<< "integer: "<< aninteger<< endl;

cout<< "double:" << adouble << endl;

cout<< "long double" << longone << endl;

cout<< "floating point number: " <<floatingpoint << endl;

cout<< "My mighty string: " <<behold << endl;

cout<< "one Char: "<<achar<<endl;

cout<< "A boolean is "<< boolean ; boolean = true;

cout<<" or "<< boolean <<endl;

}

The program outputs:

integer: 5

double:5.84

long double12.5858

floating point number: 1.6854

My mighty string: Behold!

one Char: A

A boolean is 0 or 1

I will make a comment here. Alternatively, this simple minded program could have been formatted
and outputted as a text file (extension .txt). You must include the line # include fstream to include the
reading and writing abilities of files into the main. Below is the exact same program, except this time, all
of the output is shown in a file called example.txt. There will be nothing displayed on the console.

#include <iostream>

#include <cmath>

#include <string>

#include <fstream>

using namespace std;

/*The purpose of this silly program is to illustrate variable declarations. That is all.*/
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int main()

{

int aninteger = 5;

double adouble = 5.84;

long double longone = 12.5858466;

float floatingpoint = 1.6854;

string behold = "Behold!";

char achar = ’A’;

bool boolean = false;

ofstream myfile;

myfile.open("example.txt");

myfile<< "integer: "<< aninteger<< endl;

myfile<< "double:" << adouble << endl;

myfile<< "long double" << longone << endl;

myfile<< "floating point number: " <<floatingpoint << endl;

myfile<< "My mighty string: " <<behold << endl;

myfile<< "one Char: "<<achar<<endl;

myfile<< "A boolean is "<< boolean ; boolean = true;

myfile<<" or "<< boolean <<endl;

myfile.close();

return 0;

}

A word will be said about the datatypes int, double, float, and longdouble. These are all just real
numbers, and thus operations with them will behave just as you would expect. We can add, subtract,
multiply and divide. There are other more complicated operations, such as raising to a power or taking
roots, but these are all in the cmath class. Details to be discussed will occur later in this manual.

Also note that we have declared a char, a string and a bool. A char is just one particualar character,
say, a singleton ’A’. This single ccharacter is stored as a number according to ASCII. It is possible to assign
an ASCII number to your char variable, but it will return a letter in the ouput. The string datatype is
really just a collection of characters assigned to a single variable. Char types can hold only one character.
String types can hold as many as you like. Including complete sentences. Bool type is a boolean and can
only hold the values 0 or 1. A 0 indicates false and a 1 indicates true. Hence, why booleans are frequently
refered to as ”true or false” data types.

2 Dealing With Arrays

subsectionOne Dimension Let us move on to arrays. To decalre an array just declare what data type the
elements of the array will be, the name of the array followed by closed brackets []. You may insert a
number within the brackets to determine what the size of the array will be. The elements in the array are
enumerated from 0. So, an array with three entries will have positions 0, 1, and 2. To call a particular
array element, just write out the name of the array and the desired entry in the brackets. The following
code performs all of the above.

#include <iostream>

#include <cmath>
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#include <string>

#include <fstream>

using namespace std;

int main()

{

//an array of integers

int integer[] = {1,2,3,4,5};

//an array of doubles

double doublearr[] = {4.15,.588,489};

//an array of floating point numbers.

float floating[] = {68463158.165468482,0.1698549684652,999};

//an array of strings

string mystring[] = {"slot zero", "slot one", "slot two"};

//an array of characters.

char mychar[] = {1,’A’,’C’,45};

//declare a new file out putter

ofstream newfile; //outputfilestrea

newfile.open("arrays.txt"); //open newfile to begin writing things into it.

//The following lines indicate which position of which array is being displayed.

newfile<< "Element at position 4 of integer array: "<< integer[4] <<endl;

newfile<< "Element at position 2 of double array: "<< doublearr[2] <<endl;

newfile<< "Element at position 1 of floating point array: "<< floating[1] <<endl;

newfile<< "Element at position 0 of string array: "<< mystring[0] <<endl;

newfile<< "Element at position 3 of character array: "<< mychar[3] <<endl;

//print no more.

newfile.close(); //stop writing things into newfile

return 0;

} //end main

In case you haven’t notice, Sergio has been ouputting everything as a textfile. For whatever reason, he
failed to figure out how to gather output on the console and present it elsewhere. It was not as easy as
copy and paste. However, if it’s a textfile, one can do so easily. Besides, it is now possible to access the
output without having to open up CodeBlocks every single time and running the desired program. Let us
open up arrays.txt to see our results.

Element at position 4 of integer array: 5

Element at position 2 of double array: 489

Element at position 1 of floating point array: 0.169855

Element at position 0 of string array: slot zero

Element at position 3 of character array: -

2.1 Two Dimensions

Now we shall deal with two dimensional arrays. The process is the same. Just like the command array[2]
accesses the third element of an array named array, the command array[2][4] accesses the element in the
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third row and the fifth column of a two dimensional array named array. It is also to pass an array into
a function/method and manipulate it within the funciton/mehtod to obtain results. That is what the
following program demonstrates:

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

#include <fstream>

/*We will attempt to use multidimensional arrays.*/

/* Now let’s try to find the ideterminant of the 2x2 matrix*/

double det (double myarray[2][2])

{ double oneone = myarray[0][0]; double onetwo = myarray[0][1];

double twoone = myarray[1][0]; double twotwo = myarray[1][1];

double det = oneone*twotwo - onetwo*twoone;

return det;

}

using namespace std;

int main()

{

/* declare a simple 2x2 array*/

double simp[2][2];

simp[0][0] = 55;

simp[1][1] = 77;

simp[1][0] = 99;

simp[0][1]=88;

// access alements

cout<<simp[0][0]<< endl; //position 1,1

//another simple array 2x2

double sim[2][2] = {{1,22},{3,2}};

cout<<sim[1][1]<<"\n"; //access position 2,2

//print ou the elements of matrix sim.

int i,j;

for (i = 0; i<2;i++)

{

cout<<"\n";

for( j = 0;j<2;j++)

{

cout<< sim[i][j]<<" ";

}

}

//display yhe determinant.
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cout<<"\n"<<"The determinant is" << det(sim)<<endl;

}

The above program performs a few simple manipulations to some easy matrices. It also returns the
determinant of a 2 × 2 matrix. It uses a method/function that takes in a 2D array and returns the
determinant as a double. Output:

55

2

1 22

3 2

The determinant is-64

\subsection{Another Example}

In searching for examples online, we encountered this one. This performs the multimplication of a matrix to a vector. The user enters all the elements of the matrix one by one and also inputs the elements of the vector. The code is\\

\begin{verbatim}

#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

using namespace std;

#define MAX 50

//method conducts multiplication A*x = b.

void mulmatvec(int m, int n, double a[MAX][MAX], double x[MAX], double b[MAX]){

int i,j;

for(i = 0; i < m; i++){

b[i] = 0.;

for(j = 0; j < n; j++)

b[i] += a[i][j]*x[j]; //b is the answer.

}

return;

}

int main(){

//Declare variables

int i,j,m,n;

//two Dim array/matrix, vector and another vector.

double a[MAX][MAX], x[MAX], b[MAX];

//acquuire number of rows in matrix

cout << "Enter the number of rows in the matrix \n";

cin >> m;

//acquire number of columsn

cout << "Enter the number of columns in the matrix \n";

cin >> n;
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//enter induvidual elements. start along the first

// and go to left until the end of that row. then move to next row

cout << "Enter the matrix by rows\n";

for(i = 0; i < m; i++)

for(j = 0; j < n; j++)

cin >> a[i][j];

//vector taht will be multiplied to matrix

cout << "Enter the vector\n";

for(j = 0; j < n; j++)

cin >> x[j];

//call method that performs multiplication

mulmatvec(m,n,a,x,b);

//output result

cout << "\nA*x = \n";

for(i = 0; i < m; i++)

cout << b[i] << "\n";

}

To conduct the multiplication, we utilize a function/method called multmatvec which takes in two
integers that determine the dimensions of the matrix. It also take vectors. One will be the vector to be
multiplied into the matrix, and the other will store the answer.
Output:

Enter the number of rows in the matrix

3

Enter the number of columns in the matrix

3

Enter the matrix by rows

4

3

2

1

4

6

7

5

3

Enter the vector

1

5

9

A*x =

37

75

59
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2.2 Yet Another Example

This example might be easier to follow than the last one. This program merely computes the inverse of a
2× matrix. Two functions are used. One is the same function previously used to calculate determinants.
The other is where the matrix inversion takes place. Behold:

/*This program computes the inverse of a 2x2 matrix. Cheifly this is an exercise in arrays

and functions

Author: Sergio Ramirez

*/

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

using namespace std;

//function that finds the determinant

double det (double myarray[2][2])

{

double oneone = myarray[0][0]; double onetwo = myarray[0][1];

double twoone = myarray[1][0]; double twotwo = myarray[1][1];

double det = oneone*twotwo - onetwo*twoone;

return det;

}

//function that finds the inverse of a 2x2 matrix

void inv(double a[2][2], double I[2][2])

{

double D = det(a);

I[0][0] = a[1][1]/D; I[1][1] = a[0][0]/D;

I[1][0] = -a[1][0]/D; I[0][1] = -a[0][1]/D;

return;

}

int main()

{

//declare a 2d array

double arg[2][2] = { {1,2}, {3,4} };

double inverse[2][2]; //this will store the inverse

//call function inv to find inverse

inv(arg,inverse);

//output result

cout<<"The inverse is \n";

int i,j;

for(i = 0; i <2;i++)
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{

}

for(j=0; j <2;j++)

{

cout<< inverse[i][j];

}

cout<< ", /n";

}

}

Notice that we are able to call the function det from within the function inv. This assisted us in finding
that determinant. Another important comment: notice that we declared the array inverse as a blank
array. The reason being: inverse is where we shall store the inverse of the matrix a. Both of these arrays
get passed into inv. The array a has numerical values stored in each of its entries, but inverse is empty.
The function emph then fills the the entries in the array inverse with the values that are to be the inverse
matrix of a. Hopefully that made sense. The output is as follows:

The inverse is

-2, 1,

1.5, -0.5,

Well looks like I couldn’t get rid of that final comma. Truth is I’m lazy. I don’t feel like doing it.

3 On Strange Loops

Now we shall implement the most useful tool for mathematical algorithms: loops. When performing
numerical calculations that perform the same calculation a successive number of times for who knows how
long, loops sure come in handy. Below is a simple minded demonstration of for, while and do-while loops.
Observe:

#include <string>

#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

/*This program is merely to demonstrate a few loops*/

using namespace std;

int main()

{

//Declare variables

double fraction;

char like;

fraction = 80;
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//A while loop dived succesively by two until result is less than .5

while (fraction >=.5)

{

cout<< fraction << ", ";

fraction = fraction/2;

}

cout << endl;

//Count up with for loop

for (int n = 0; n<= 10; n++)

{

cout<< n << ", ";

}

//obnoxiously inquire whether we are being liked until told no.

do

{

cout<<"Do you still like me (Y,N)?";

cin >>like;

if (like == ’Y’ || like == ’y’)

{

cout<<"I like you too!"<<endl;

}

else

{

cout<<"I hate your guts!"<< endl;

}

} while (like != ’N’ || like != ’n’);

return 0;

}

4 Decision Makers

Along the way we might encounter problems in which we desire the code to make a decision in a certain
situation. The situation must be resolvable under simple conditions. For instance if it rains today, Sergio
will eat apples. There is only one simple condition that needs to be satisfied. Such simple conditions can
be programmed into the machine. That is what we will now deal with.

4.1 What Ifs

The following code illustrates use of the if statement and all of its relatives. The utility of this is exactly
as you would expect. In general, the logic flow is as follows:

If statement 1 is true, Perform action 1.
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else, if statement 2 is true, Perform action 2.

else, if statement 3 is true, Perform action 3.

else Perform action 4.

A word will be said about the three logical operators. The three logical operators are &&, ——, and
!, which indicate and, or and not, respectively.

Let us now implement these in a simple minded program.

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

#include <cmath>

/*This program is to illustreate the use of decision makers

such as the if, if/else, if/else if/else statements, the case command

and logical operators. Managing user input is shown as well. */

using namespace std;

int main()

{

int allscores[3] = {60,90}; //array stores previous exam scores.

int score;

double average;

bool passfail;

cout<< "Insert the score you recieved on your exam: "<<endl;

cin>> score;//assign user inputted integer to score

/*Below is a collection of if, if/else, and else statements that are activated whenever

the user inputted score falls within a certain range.*/

if (score == 100)

cout<< "Congratulations on your perfect score!You make me proud!"<<endl;

else if (score <100 && score >89)

cout <<"You recieved and A. Excellent work! " <<endl;

else if (score <90 && score >79)

cout<< "You recieved a B. That is very good!"<< endl;

else if (score <80 && score >69)

cout<< "You recieved a C. That is nothing to be ashamed of."<< endl;

else if (score <70 && score >59)

cout<< "You recieved a D. You are at risk of failing. Time to bust your sorry ass!"<< endl;

else

{

cout<< "Either you failed the exam, or you inputted impossible exam scores. \n";

cout<< "In either case, you should be ashamed of yourself."<< endl;

}

/* Check for nonsense inputted scores.*/

if (score >100 || score < 0)

passfail = 1;
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/*The switch statement behaves similarly to an if statement.*/

switch(passfail)

{

case 1:return 0; //in case passfail = 1, stop.

case 0:{ // in case passfail = 0, perform all of the below.

allscores[2]= score; //assign the user inputted score to the third slot in allscores array

average = (allscores[0] + allscores[1] + allscores[2])/3; //calculate the average of all exam scores

/*Now we either praise or condemn our student, depending on wether he is passing or failing. */

cout<< "Your average for the class is currently " << average << endl;

if (average >= 70)

cout<< "You are passing the class. Keep up the good work."<<endl;

else if (average <70 && average > 59)

cout<< "You are at risk of failing. Pick up the slack."<<endl;

else

cout<< "You are failing the class. Consider dropping and working for Wal-Mart."<< endl;

}//end case 0

}//close switch statement//

return 0;

}

The output is as follows:

Insert the score you received on your exam:

88

You recieved a B. That is very good!

Your average for the class is currently 79

You are passing the class. Keep up the good work.

Alternative input

Insert the score you recieved on your exam:

23

Either you failed the exam, or you inputted impossible exam scores.

In either case, you should be ashamed of yourself.

Your average for the class is currently 57

You are failing the class. Consider dropping and working for Wal-Mart.

Noticed that we used a switch statement. These function similarly to an if statement. In fact, now is
a good time to discuss them. Next section.

4.2 Case Studies

We speak of the switch statement. When dealing with simple data, like char or int, it may be more optimal
to use this instead of the if statements. Observe:

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

#include <fstream>
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using namespace std;

int main()

{

int children ;

char grade;

string reaction ;

fstream reactionfile;

cout<< "How many children do you have?" << endl;

cin>> children;

switch(children)

{

case 0:{reaction = "Find a partner and get busy!";}

break;

case 1:{reaction = "That’s all?";}

break;

case 2:{reaction = "That is quite the family.";}

break;

case 3:{reaction = "Those kids must be a handful!";}

break;

case 4:{reaction = "Geez! What are you Jewish or Catholic?";}

}

if (children > 4)

reaction = "Man! That’s too much! Time to consider visectomy!";

cout<< reaction;

reactionfile.open("reactiontext.txt");

reactionfile<< reaction;

reactionfile.close();

return 8;

}

Notice that we put break in between each case. This is to prevent it from going to the next case when it
is inappropriate to do so. Output:

How many children to you have?

4

Geez! What are you Jewish or Catholic?
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How many children to you have?

6

Man! That’s too much! Time to consider visectomy!

5 Functions

We shall now concern ourselves with functions. Normally we would write a function that contains some
information or produces information that will be useful. Often it is the case that we will pass variables or
data into the funtion and hope to receive some kind of data in return. This returned data can the be used
in other operations. The following deals with several double-type functions. Observe:

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

#include <cmath>

using namespace std;

/*This program is merely to demonstrate the use of functions*/

//This is the global variable pi

double pi= 3.14159265359;

//this is the function that will calculate the area of the rectangle

//In goes two doubles, the height and width, and out comes the area as a double.

double rectangle(double height, double width)

{

double area;

area = height*width;

return area;

}

/* This function computes the area of a circle.

Only the radius goes in and the area is returned. Both doubles*/

double circle(double radius)

{

double area;

area = pi*pow(radius,2);

return area;

}

/*This function will find the area of a triangle. In goes two doubles, one for height and one for base length.

Out comes the area, again as a double*/

double triangle(double height, double base)

{

double area;

area = (base*height)/2;
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return area;

}

//Now we are on to the main method, where all of the action occurs.

int main()

{

//Declare variables

double h;

double w;

double area;

double r;

char shape;

//Prompt the user to determine what shape

cout<< "What shape are we dealing with?"<< endl <<

"Type" << "A for circle, B for rectangle, C for triangle.";

//here

cin >> shape;

//Depending on what the user types, perform computations

switch(shape)

{

//In case user selects A, cricle

case ’A’:{

cout<<"Enter the radius of the circle"<< endl ;

cin>>r;

area = circle(r);

cout<< "The area is:" << area << endl;

}

break;

//In case user selects B, rectangle

case ’B’:{

cout << "Type the height and width of the rectangle:";

cin >> h >>w;

area = rectangle(h,w);

cout<< "The area is:" << area << endl;

}

break;

//In case user selects C, triangle

case ’C’:{

cout<< "Enter the height and base width of the triangle:"<< endl;

cin>> h>>w;

area = triangle(h,w);

cout << "The area is" << area<< endl;
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}

break;

}

}.

Notice the location and use of the functions in the appropriate places and situations. The functions
were outside of the main method but are called from within the main method to perform the task they are
designed to do. The information generated by the function is also used in the main method.

5.1 Yet Another Example

This time we deal with functions that have different output than their input.

#include <iostream>

#include <string>

#include <cmath>

using namespace std;

//String type function. In goes an integer

string evil (int satan)

{

string beast;

if (satan == 666)

beast = "The Number of the Beast!";

else

beast = "Transformation by hell fire must commence!";

return beast;

}

//return a boolean after receiving a string

bool darkness (string dark)

{

bool blasphemy;

if (dark == "The Number of the Beast!")

blasphemy = true;

else

blasphemy = false;

return blasphemy;

}

//return a string upon receiving a string

string purgatory (string purge)

{

string satan ;

string purging[] = {"H", "A","I","L","S","A","T","A","N"};
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for(int n=0;n<=8;n++)

{

satan = satan + purging[n]+"\n";

}

return satan;

}

int main()

{

//declare variables

int num;

string vile;

//prompt user to input a number

cout << "Enter any number, if you dare.." << endl;

cin >> num;

//call upon the forces of functional scorn to deliver us to evil

//and to provide output.

vile = evil(num);

cout<< vile<<endl;;

cout<< darkness(vile)<<endl;

vile = purgatory(vile);

cout<<vile;

}

There are a number of different functions up there. Each one more wicked than the last. Notice that
the function evil takes in an integer and outputs a string. The function darkness takes in a string and
ouputs a boolean while purgatory takes in a string and outputs a stirng. There’s a also a loop nested
within purgatory.
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